BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
BOARD WORK SESSION AGENDA
JULY 29, 2013

9:00 A.M.

Market Value Changes Discussion (1)
Mr. Michael Stalberger, County Assessor

9:30 A.M.

Administrative Services
Mr. Robert Meyer, County Administrator
 Budget Discussion (2)
 Three Rivers RC&D
 Other

10:00 A.M.

Break

10:15 A.M.

Public Works (3)
Mr. Al Forsberg, County Engineer

11:30 A.M.

Pappageorge Restaurant, Public Invited to Attend

** Next proposed work session date: September 3, 2013
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Blue Earth County Board of Commissioners
Robert Meyer, County Administrator

From:

Michael Stalberger
County Assessor/Deputy Director, Taxpayer Services

Date:

July 23, 2013

Subject:

Pay 2014 Levy and Tax Impacts and Value Trends Discussion

I look forward to joining the Board at its July 29 work session to provide information regarding the
county’s 2013 assessment, explain how it will impact the 2014 levy and taxes, and to share market trends
for the 2014 assessment (for the 2015 levy). I can answer any questions and provide additional detailed
information at that time, but to facilitate the discussion, what follows is a high level summary of the
information I have prepared.
The Tax Levy: Distribution and Year-Over-Year Changes
As you have likely heard me say in the past, I compare the property tax levy to a pie. The overall size of
the pie is determined by the total tax capacity (the total taxable values times the individual state
classification rates) for the jurisdiction. The thickness of the pie is determined by the budgeting decisions
of the jurisdictions (how much money they levy). The size of each slice – the amount of property taxes a
specific property is responsible for – is determined by that property’s tax capacity (again, its taxable value
times the classification rate).
All three parts of this “property tax pie” can (and oftentimes do) change annually:
 The pie can grow larger or smaller depending on if the tax capacity of all the property (the values
or classification rates) increase or decrease each year. Property values can increase or decrease en
masse due to market changes or new development or the state may make changes to the
classification rates.
 The pie can grow thicker or thinner depending on the budgeting decisions of governments and if
they levy more or less tax dollars each year. For example, as more money is levied, the pie
becomes thicker, meaning there is more “property tax pie” to be collected. This is usually
evidenced by increased local tax rates.
 The slices of the pie can grow wider or narrower depending on the value changes to individual
properties and changes made to individual classification rates. Property values can increase or
decrease based on the market or changes owners make or their use of the property may change
resulting in different classification rates.
Not every owner will experience the same changes. If the pie grows larger because of increasing values,
you could assume everyone’s slice would become wider. However that may not be true if someone owns
a piece of property that did not see its individual tax capacity increase because its value did not change. In
that case, other property owners whose values did increase would have wider slices because the whole pie
must be divided up. As another example, one could assume that if the budgets for governments increased,
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it would result in a thicker pie, higher tax rates, and more taxes paid per property. However that may not
be true if the overall pie also grows due to new development. That stretching of the pie could thin the pie
back out. These are just two examples of the many combinations of the possible impacts of these three
parts.
Blue Earth County’s Property Tax Levy and Market Indications
First, it is very important to note the following data and analysis is provided to facilitate discussion only
and is not considered final as there can still be changes made to the 2013 assessment that will impact the
figures, and additionally the 2014 levy is not yet set.
The “property tax pie” in Blue Earth County has grown larger by about 15% between taxes payable 2012
and 2014 after a decrease of about 3.5% between payable 2011 and 2012. The recent increase was due to
increases in value (based on market factors and new construction/development). The county’s total net tax
capacity increased from about $63.3 million for taxes payable 2012 to about $72.8 million for taxes
payable 2014. The vast majority of this new tax capacity is due to very large increases in the agricultural
land market. The remaining larger increases were found in the following classes: apartment, residential
nonhomestead, and commercial/industrial. The large increases in the agricultural market have essentially
offset the increases in other property classes on a proportional basis:
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As noted above, total net tax capacity can change due to valuation changes (based on market factors)
and/or due to new construction/development. For the county’s agricultural property, the growth was due
to increases in the market values of agricultural land. As the following graph and charts show, the
agricultural values have increased from 34% of the county’s overall value to 45% of the overall value in
three assessment years.

Market indications, based on current sales data being reported to our office, indicate continued strength in
the agricultural land market. An increase to the same magnitude of this past year (47% in base values,
resulting in a 35% average tillable value increase) may not be necessary, but double-digit increases appear
necessary at this time.
To continue the analogy, these increases will make the “property tax pie” larger, but the discrepancies in
the growth percentages among the various types of property classes will also cause changes in the width
of the individual slices. Some property owners will have bigger slices and shares of the property tax pie
even if their local governments do not raise the levies.
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Blue Earth County also realized a sizable increase in the amount of new construction between the pay
2013 and 2014 years – an amount of $23.5 million (over 45% increase). This was primarily due to a large
increase in apartment construction, as well as commercial/industrial construction.

While it is nearly impossible to forecast new construction because we only receive information after the
permit has been issued, the county’s historical trends do not support another 40+% increase in the new
construction amount next year. The $70 million new construction amount for payable 2014 is still about
$20-$30 million lower than was the norm for the county during the payable 2003-2009 years, however.
Additionally, some large scale projects have been announced and once construction begins, they will add
to the new construction amounts and increase the county’s overall tax base.
To continue the analogy, these increases will make the “property tax pie” larger, but the discrepancies in
the growth percentages among the various types of property classes will also cause changes in the width
of the individual slices. Any new construction growth may also cause the pie to become thinner, thus
reducing local tax rates, depending on the levy decisions of the governments.
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Blue Earth County’s Property Tax Impacts
Again, a note of caution that the following data and analysis is provided to facilitate discussion only and
is not considered final as there can still be changes made to the 2013 assessment that will impact the
figures, and additionally the 2014 levy is not yet set.
As discussed above, the county’s “property tax pie” is growing larger because of an increase in the
county’s total net tax capacity. This is stretching the pie thinner and results in a lowering of the county’s
tax rate. If everything else was held constant, it would result in a reduction in taxes for taxpayers. Based
on preliminary data, with no increase in the county’s tax levy, the county’s tax rate would decrease about
five percentage points (or about 11%) compared to the pay 2013 rate if everything else was held constant.
However, if schools, townships and/or cities increase their levies, they could negate the county’s thinning
of the pie. Additionally, due to the valuation increases seen in certain property classes and in specific
instances where individual properties have been greatly improved since last year, some property owners
will see tax increases. Even though the pie may be thinning, those owners’ respective slices are growing
much wider.
Additional detailed data will be provided at the work session, however the following is provided for a
very high-level introduction to the property tax impacts:
 Residential Homestead. Since this property class did not see significant value increases
countywide and had a reduction in new construction amounts overall, its slices of the pie have
narrowed and gotten thinner based on the county’s levy alone. An averaged-valued property
($160,000) will see a tax savings of about $70 (-11%) on the county portion.
 Agricultural Homestead Land. Since this property class did see very significant value increases
countywide, its slices of the pie have widened and that has offset the pie’s thinning due to the
county’s levy. Another consideration not yet discussed is the loss of some of the beneficial
classification rate due to the escalating values. On an average-valued property ($610,000) of
agricultural land (just over 75 acres of average land), the county’s portion of taxes will increase
nearly $200 (+20%). At $1.5 million (nearly 190 acres), the increase is over $480 (+20%).
 Commercial/Industrial. Since this property class did see minimal value increases countywide and
an increase in new construction amounts, its slices of the pie would have widened but it was offset
by value increases of other property types and the pie’s thinning due to the county’s levy is still
noticeable. An average-valued property ($570,000) will see a reduction of about $530 (-11%) on
the county portion of property taxes.
 Apartments. Since this property class did see value increases countywide and an increase in new
construction amounts, its slices of the pie would have widened but it was offset by value increases
of other property types and the pie’s thinning due to the county’s levy is still barely noticeable.
An average-valued property ($960,000) will see a reduction of about $160 (-3%) in county taxes.
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